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1.

INTRODUCTION

Shasta Regional Transportation Agency (SRTA) currently distributes Transportation Development
Act (TDA) funds to Shasta Senior Nutrition Programs (SSNP) as the Consolidated Transportation
Services Agency (CTSA). SRTA is reviewing the CTSA program and has engaged the IBI Group to
review current CTSA functions and the effectiveness of existing community transportation services.
The objectives of the SRTA Coordination of CTSA Services Review are to:


Assess the type of agency/organization(s) in the best position to administer the coordination of
services; and



Recommend performance measures to determine the effectiveness of CTSA coordination
activities.

The scope of this Coordination of CTSA Services Review includes the following tasks:
1. The assessment of areas for improved coordination of services, including CTSA transit services,
other transit services, and support functions such as maintenance;
2. The identification of potential participating organizations and services they could offer;
3. The feasibility of combining services under a single provider and utilizing technology to obtain
and allocate fares to provide the best possible combined transit services;
4. The identification of organizations that can provide actual coordinated services; and
5. The applicable performance measures for a provider of combined transit services.
This document is organized into the following sections:
2.0 Why Coordinate – a definition of CTSAs and an overview of the potential benefits and levels of
transportation services coordination.
3.0 Current Shasta CTSA Framework – an overview of Shasta County’s current CTSA structure
and functions.
4.0 Potential CTSA Models for Shasta County – an overview of current public and agency
transportation service providers in, and potential CTSA Models for Shasta County. The models
discussed in Section 4.0 assume a focus on near term coordination efforts such as a one stop
transportation information call center for the provision of information on mobility alternatives
currently available and the facilitation of joint interagency procurement of equipment, technology, IT
services, fleet maintenance, insurance, etc. Longer term coordination functions such as transit
training, driver and staff sensitivity training, the broadening of local volunteer driver initiatives, and a
centralized trip broker could be identified through the development of a Shasta County Mobility
Management Plan.
5.0 Potential CTSA Performance Measures – performance measures to determine how well a
CTSA is meeting its intended objectives. The scope of a CTSA’s responsibilities and objectives will
be determined by SRTA (with stakeholder input (SSTAC) based on legislative requirements defined
1
in the Social Services Transportation Improvement Act (AB 120). Performance measures will
be established and amended as CTSA and coordination objectives evolve.
6.0 Review Conclusions and Next Steps – phased approach to finalize a CTSA model for Shasta
County. Next steps will include the establishment of a near term coordination administrative
1

State of California, Assembly Bill No. 120 (1979).
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structure, the updating of the Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation Plan, and the
recommended development of a Shasta County Mobility Management Plan.

2.

WHY COORDINATE

2.1 What is a CTSA
Consolidated Transportation Services Agencies (CTSAs) are
designated by county transportation commissions (CTCs), local
transportation commissions (LTCs), regional transportation planning
agencies (RTPAs), or metropolitan planning agencies (MPOs) under
auspices of the AB 120 to achieve the intended transportation
coordination goals of that Act. The goal of AB 120 is to “to improve
transportation service required by social service recipients by
promoting the consolidation of social service transportation services”.
In California a CTSA, as designated at the county level, is a formalized organization responsible to
implement a transportation plan that promotes cost effectiveness in the delivery of county public
and social service agency transportation services through service coordination. The range of
options for CTSA designation as defined in law are:
1. A public agency, including a city, county, operator [transit operator], any state department or
agency, public corporation, or public district, or a joint powers entity created pursuant to Title 21,
Chapter 3, Article 7, Section 6680 of the California Government Code.
2. A common carrier of persons as defined in Section 211 of the Public Utilities Code, engaged in
the transportation of persons, as defined in Section 208.
3. A private entity operating under a franchise or license.
4. A nonprofit corporation organized pursuant to Division 2 (commencing with Section 9000) of
Title 1, Corporations Code.
In Shasta County, SRTA is responsible to: develop and update a coordinated human transportation
plan; create a CTSA; and provide oversight to make sure the CTSA is fulfilling the goals of the
Social Services Transportation Improvement Act. SRTA is able to designate CTSA functions to one
or more individual agencies, or directly assume coordination functions in-house. Although SRTA
can take role in coordinating transportation services in Shasta County, it cannot be formally
designated as the CTSA for Shasta County.
SRTA completed the Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation Plan and adopted it on
June 26, 2007. SRTA plans to update this plan in 2014-15.

2.2 Potential Benefits of Coordination
Service coordination can range from: the simple collaborative
efforts to share resources and information and client referrals for
service; to, the full administrative and operational consolidation of
transportation providers. The Shasta County Coordinated
2
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Human Transportation Plan identified four levels of coordination:
1. Communication: Involves recognizing and understanding problems, and discussing possible
solutions between individuals from various agencies who are in a position to influence
transportation developments within their jurisdiction.
2. Cooperation: Involves working together in a cooperative way, with individuals or agencies
retaining their separate identities. This can be sharing of training resources, vehicle procurement or
fuel contracts, or arranging a ride for a client using a different service.
3. Coordination: Involves bringing together independent agencies to act together to provide a
smooth interaction of separate transportation systems. Individual provider funds, equipment,
facilities, and services are used in concert to enhance delivery and efficiency of services. Agencies
retain their individual identities.
4. Consolidation: Involves joining together or merging agencies for mutual advantage.
This is a fully integrated system, and individual agency identity is no longer maintained.
A range of efficiency and service quality benefits from coordination were introduced in the AB 120.
The following benefits were defined in the Act:


Combined purchasing of necessary equipment so that some cost savings through larger number
2
of unit purchases can be realized .



Adequate training of vehicle drivers to insure the safe operation of vehicles. Proper driver
training should promote lower insurance costs and encourage use of the service.



Centralized dispatching of vehicles so that efficient use of vehicles results.



Centralized maintenance of vehicles so that adequate and routine vehicle maintenance
scheduling is possible.



Centralized administration of various social service transportation programs so that elimination
of numerous duplicative and costly administrative organizations can occur. Centralized
administration of social service transportation services can provide more efficient and cost
effective transportation services permitting social service agencies to respond to specific social
needs.



Identification and consolidation of all existing sources of funding for social service transportation
services can provide more effective and cost efficient use of scarce resource dollars.
Consolidation of categorical program funds can foster eventual elimination of unnecessary and
unwarranted program constraints.

Additional benefits from coordination range from:

2



Meeting legislative requirements.



Operating cost savings by minimizing service overlap and duplication.

This can include the joint procurement of management reporting and trip scheduling software, IT support
services and computer hardware, as well as other intelligent transportation technologies.
3
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The effective accommodation of unmet transportation needs through a centralized trip broker.
The focus of many transportation coordination efforts is on serving the mobility needs of seniors,
persons with disabilities and the low income.



Effective demand management through a centralized mobility management including the
delivery of transit training programs to shift paratransit riders to fixed route options, a centralized
call center for information on available transportation alternatives, and the coordination of
supplemental programs such as volunteer driver programs or taxi scrip programs.



Joint procurement of insurance coverage including umbrella and supplemental coverage to
increase liability coverage.

3.

CURRENT SHASTA CTSA FRAMEWORK
The Shasta Senior Nutrition Programs (SSNP) has been the designated CTSA
for Shasta County since 1995. Recently, SSNP was formalized as the CTSA
through a Memo of Understanding (MOU) between SRTA and SSNP signed
December 16, 2010. SSNP is a non-profit organization providing
transportation services for disabled persons aged 18 years and older and
elderly aged 60 years and older living outside the Redding Area Bus Authority
(RABA) Demand Response service area.

Under the terms of the current M.O.U., SSNP’s CTSA responsibilities include:


Supply vehicles, personnel, fuel, maintenance and operations necessary to provide
transportation services to the extent of TDA funds available to the CTSA.



Coordinate public transportation services for the overall improvement of public transportation
service in the region.



Provide monthly meetings for local transit providers on transit issues and coordination of transit
services.



Participates in transportation forums.



Prepares letters of referral for 5310 grant applications.



Attend Social Services Transportation Advisory Council (SSTAC) meetings.



Submit monthly reports on ridership and operating data, and any documents required for state
and federal audit and reporting requirements.



Submit an annual claim and budget for TDA funds prior to the April SRTA Board meeting.
Funds are limited to five-percent of local Transportation Fund revenue.



Provide fiscal audits within 180-days from the close of the fiscal year. The SRTA may grant a
90-day extension upon request from the CTSA. Audits shall include certification that the
claimant is compliant with TDA section 6666 and 6667.



Apply for grants to offset capital and operational costs.

Under the terms of the M.O.U., SRTA’s CTSA responsibilities include:
4
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Disburse the monthly TDA allocation to the CTSA based on the current fiscal year TDA claim
instructions, and to the extent funds are available to the SRTA.



Provide technical support and assistance on grant applications submitted by the CTSA to the
Federal Transit Administration.



Propose priority order for projects to be listed in a financially constrained Transportation
Improvement Program.

In its role as CTSA, SSNP provides demand response service to persons with disabilities aged 18
and older and the elderly aged 60 and older outside the urban boundaries of the RABA service
area, and refers eligible service requests from persons living within the RABA service area to RABA
for accommodation. SSNP also operates a subscription run for the Far Northern Regional Center
as well as the 44 Shuttle providing one daily round trip to and from Redding, serving the
communities of Shingletown, Millville and Palo Cedro. Non-disabled and members of the general
public under the age 60 as well as youth and children living within the SSNP service area are not
eligible for SSNP demand response service.
Public transportation service area gaps exist for the population living in the rural areas beyond the
SSNP and RABA service areas, as well as for the non-disabled population under the age of 60 as
well as disabled youth and children under the age of 18 living within the SSNP. The scale of unmet
needs beyond the RABA service area has yet to be quantified prior to determining how best to
serve these needs. The quantification of travel need could be incorporated into the Shasta County
Coordinated Human Transportation Plan update.
At this time, CTSA coordination efforts do not seem to go beyond the ongoing service referrals
between SSNP and RABA to formally and consistently involve the wide range of agency and private
transportation service providers in the County.

4.

POTENTIAL CTSA MODELS FOR SHASTA COUNTY

This section provides an overview of potential CTSA and social service coordination beyond Shasta
County’s current CTSA structure. Section 4.1 provides a summary of social service and public
transportation providers in Shasta County. Sections 4.2 through 4.7 provide potential models for a
CTSA in Shasta County. These hypothetical models are provided for illustrative purposes only. As
this document was in preparation, both SSNP and Shasta County’s Health and Human Services
Agency (HHSA) declined any intention of hosting an expanded CTSA role in the County, because
of other program priorities. RABA management indicated that before committing to a formal CTSA
role they would need to assess the impacts of this on their current service priorities and
organization.
Under AB-120, there is no mandated requirement to form a CTSA at the county level. However,
AB-120 does encourage the coordination of transportation services within a county. Counties
currently without CTSA’s include Alameda, Contra Costa, Lassen, Marin, San Francisco and
Solano.

5
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4.1 Overview of Social Service Transportation Providers in Shasta
County
There is currently a wide range of public and private transportation providers in Shasta County
accommodating local travel within the County and regional inter-county travel. Many of these
services operate independent of one another. SRTA has prepared and distributed a brochure titled,
Need A Ride – offering a guide to the services available and contact information for 2-1-1 Shasta.
2-1-1 Shasta provides for an extensive transportation database organized by service type and
detailed information on the purpose of the service, type of vehicles used, eligibility, fee structure
and service area. 2-1-1 Shasta transportation information is available through their call center or
website http://211norcal.org/shasta/.
Section 4.3 provides additional detail of 2-1-1 Shasta call center and database information.
Table 4.1 provides an overview of service providers referenced in the SRTA Need A Ride brochure.
Additional agencies providing client oriented services or travel assistance through volunteer driver
or voucher programs are listed on the 2-1-1 Shasta website. This includes several home health
care providers who provide travel assistance if needed by their clients.
Table 4.1: Transportation Services Available to the Public in Shasta County

Type of Service

Public Transit

Service
RABA

Local coverage within Redding urbanized area.
General public.

Burney
Express

Operated by RABA along HWY 299 between Redding and
Burney.
General public.

Sage Stage

Operated by Modoc Transportation Agency along HWY
299 between Alturas and Redding, serving Burney.
General public.

44 Express

Operated by SSNP along HWY 44 between Redding and
Shingletown with service to Millville and Palo Cedo.
Seniors aged 60+ and persons with disabilities aged 18+.

Trinity
Transit

Operated by Trinity County along HWY 299 between
Weaverville and Redding.
General public.

Susanville
Rancheria
Public
Transit
Public Demand
Response

Coverage

Operated by Susanville Rancheria along HWY 36 & I- 5
between Susanville and Redding.
General public.

RABA

ADA complementary paratransit service within RABA
service area.
ADA eligible persons with disabilities.

SSNP

Demand response service within SSNP service area.
Seniors aged 60+ and persons with disabilities aged 18+.
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Care-A-Van

Merit Medi
Trans
Precious
Cargo
Non-emergency
Medical
Transportation

Quality
Medi-Ride
Mercy
Outreach
Van
Veterans
Affairs
Pit River
Health
Services
Redding
Rancheria
ABC Cab

Taxi Companies

Redding
Yellow Cab
Day and
Nite Cab

Inter-city Bus

Greyhound

Airport Shuttle

First Class
Shuttle

Operated in conjunction with Medical Home Care
Professionals.
Medi-Cal eligible non-emergency medical transportation
company with wheelchair and gurney equipped vans.
Operates wheelchair accessible vans for non-emergency
medical trips.
No eligibility restrictions - Distance based fees.
Operates wheelchair accessible vans for non-emergency
medical trips.
No eligibility restrictions - Distance based fees.
Operates wheelchair accessible vans for non-emergency
medical trips.
Persons with disabilities - Distance based fees.
Operated by Dignity Health in conjunction with Mercy
Medical Center (Redding) from Burney, Red Bluff and
Weaverville.
Shuttle bus service operated by VA for VA out-patient
clinic visits.
Restricted to VA clients for VA clinic out-patient visits.
Operated by Pit River Rancheria to transport Native
Americans to medical appointments.
Operated by Redding Rancheria to transport Native
Americans to medical appointments.
Taxi service for local Redding area trips as well as from
Redding to destinations throughout Northern California.
General public - distance based fares.
General taxi services operated from Redding.
General public - distance based fares.
General taxi services in Shasta county.
General public - distance based fares.
Scheduled intercity bus serving communities along I-5
corridor.
General Public - distance based fares.
Airport shuttle service between Redding and
Sacramento and San Francisco Airports, and charters.
General public.

Transportation providers can participate in a CTSA or coordinated service initiative by listing their
services with a CTSA or mobility management office and ensure that information regarding service
coverage (service area, schedules and hours of service), eligibility and flexibility on what segments
of the population they can and are willing to carry, rates, booking procedures, and fleet mix are
updated as changes occur. The priority focus of transportation providers is the delivery or operation
of the specific service(s) they are mandated to provide.

7
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Under AB 120 private or public transportation providers could assume a CTSA coordination role.
However, most transportation providers would find it difficult to assume the role of a CTSA as
defined in AB 120 or serve as a centralized mobility manager. Many transportation providers
structure themselves to effectively serve their specific core or primary markets and may find it
challenging to serve a broader base of specialized markets.
3

SSNP and RABA may be the exceptions to this. Both provide a broad base of “public”
transportation services and both have demand response dispatch centers for the processing of trip
requests and the scheduling of trip requests to services. Both would need to express a willingness
to meet the State requirements for a CTSA, secure the technology and hire the staff required to
support a broader base of service coordination, amend annual operating budgets accordingly, and
the scope of services defined in their current M.O.U (SSNP) and JPA (RABA). Further
consideration of SSNP’s continued role as the CTSA is discussed in the following Section 4.2. A
discussion of RABA assuming the CTSA role is provided in Section 4.4.
It is also important to note that, in compliance with AB 120, a CTSA must seek competitive bids for
the services from vendors SRTA directly contracts with to provide transportation. However this
does not apply to established services that a CTSA coordinates with to find rides for persons
requesting services through the CTSA. For example this would not apply to referrals to program
alternatives listed in the 2-1-1 Shasta database.
Outside of transportation service providers, a social service
agency with a broad service mandate such as the Shasta
County Health and Human Services Agency (HHSA) could
potentially provide a host platform for a CTSA. Many social
service agencies have a fairly narrow mandate based on
serving a specific clientele. HHSA’s mandate is much
broader based. A discussion of HHSA assuming the CTSA
role is provided in Section 4.6.
In developing a CTSA, SRTA could:


Designate responsibilities to a single entity;



Divide functions amongst a number of separate organizations; or



Assume certain coordination functions in-house and contract with a private provider, such as a
third party broker to serve as a one stop call center or trip broker.

4.2 Status Quo
Although SSNP has declined the intention to expand its role as the CTSA for
Shasta County, a hypothetical status quo scenario has been outlined with
SSNP continuing to provide demand response services to the elderly and
persons with disabilities aged 18 years and older, as well as the 44 Express
SSNP could expand its coordination role by tapping into the 2-1-1 Shasta
transportation database information.
Under a status quo scenario, this expanded role could be accomplished by:

3

While SSNP is currently designated as the Shasta County CTSA, it would need to staff up to assume the full
range of CTSA functions as defined in the Social Services Transportation Improvement Act.
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Developing a close working relationship with 2-1-1 Shasta call
center staff (similar to the its existing one with RABA) to refer
inquiries or requests for service from Shasta residents or social
service agency clients not eligible for SSNP services or traveling
outside the SSNP service area, or



Directly serve as a one-stop transportation information call center by using the 2-1-1 Shasta
website database to provide information on available transportation options to individuals or
agencies.

An expanded call center role would, depending on the volume of calls, require an additional full or
part time dispatch position. This expanded information role assumes ongoing outreach within the
community to market this coordination service and the ongoing updating of 2-1-1 Shasta database
information. SSNP would also be willing to work closely with SRTA to facilitate the implementation
of additional coordination functions as defined in future updates of the Shasta County Coordinated
Human Transportation Plan.
Under the Status Quo scenario, SRTA could assume other coordination roles such as the
facilitation of joint procurements of equipment and services for public transportation and social
service agency transportation providers, coordinating the updating of 2-1-1 Shasta transportation
database, and taking the lead in funding research and grant writing.

4.3 SRTA Assumes Coordination Role
In this scenario, SRTA would assume a lead and more active transportation
coordination role in Shasta County, without assuming a formal CTSA role.
The current CTSA would be dissolved. SRTA would assign specific CTSA
responsibilities to individual entities. SRTA would:


Continue to “contract” with RABA and SSNP to operate their respective suites of service.



Establish a formal relationship with 2-1-1 Shasta to serve as the one stop transportation
information call center for Shasta County. Direct SRTA support could include the provision of
funding to train 2-1-1 Shasta call center resource specialists as mobility needs specialists and
funding support for additional call center staff (as need is demonstrated).



Conduct the regular updating of the 2-1-1 Shasta transportation alternatives database.



Actively conduct outreach with the general public and social service agencies to market the
availability of 2-1-1 Shasta transportation information.



Formalize the SSTAC as stakeholder group to define, develop and evaluate coordination
initiatives in Shasta County.



Update the Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation Plan and develop a Shasta
County Mobility Management Plan.



Monitor and evaluate transportation coordination initiatives to ensure compliance with AB 120
requirements.



Actively conduct funding research and provide grant writing support to public and social service
agency transportation providers.



Assume other coordination roles such as the facilitation of joint procurements of equipment and
services for public transportation and social service agency transportation providers.

9
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In the near term, SRTA will require to hire a dedicated in-house Transportation Coordinator4 to
undertake SRTA’s direct coordination activities and to provide oversight of those coordination
activities and service operations provided to SRTA under a contractual arrangement. As additional
mobility management functions are identified through a Mobility Management Plan, SRTA could
contract with other public agencies, not for profits or private entities to provide the necessary
services or programs.

4.4 RABA Assumes CTSA Role
Through its JPA agreement, RABA provides fixed route and ADA paratransit to several jurisdictions
5
in Shasta County. With its relatively broad based service mandate , RABA could provide the
objectivity to coordinate and/or operate a wider range of transportation services in the County. This
would require an expansion of RABA functions and responsibilities under its current JPA6. Under
this possible scenario, RABA would:


Formally become the CTSA through a contractual agreement with SRTA.



Continue to provide its current fixed route and paratransit services.



Contract with SSNP to operate its current set of services .



Develop a close working relationship with 2-1-1 Shasta call center staff (similar to the existing
one with SSNP) to refer inquiries or requests for service from Shasta residents or social service
agencies for services that RABA does not directly provide. As an alternative RABA could
directly serve as a one stop transportation information call center by using the 2-1-1 Shasta
website database to provide information on available transportation options to individuals or
agencies. This latter alternative would provide a more direct service to those seeking
transportation.



Conduct the regular updating of the 2-1-1 Shasta transportation alternatives database.



RABA’s current dispatch center could serve as platform for a county-wide trip broker , matching
individual or agency trip requests with available transportation providers.



Actively conduct outreach with the general public and social service agencies to market the
availability of 2-1-1 Shasta transportation information.



Formalize the SSTAC as stakeholder group to define, develop and evaluate coordination
initiatives in Shasta County.



Monitor and evaluate transportation coordination initiatives to ensure compliance with AB 120
requirements.



Actively conduct funding research and provide grant writing support to public and social service
agency transportation providers.

7

8

4
Depending on what would work best for SRTA, the transportation coordinator position could be filled as either a contract or in-house staff
porition.

5

Under its JPA arrangement RABA provides public transit and paratransit services to the communities of
Redding, Anderson and Shasta Lake. In addition it operates the Burney Express.

6
RABA management indicated that before committing to an expanded CTSA role they would have to assess the potential impacts on their
current servie priorities and organization.

7

As a CTSA, RABA would have to contract to SSNP through a competitive bid process, unless SSNP remained
an independent transportation program and RABA simply referred potential riders to it.
8
If identified as a direction in the Shasta County mobility Management Plan.
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In the near term, RABA would require approval from its JPA members and a new Transportation
Coordinator position to undertake its new CTSA activities and to provide oversight of those
coordination activities and service operations provided to RABA under a contractual arrangement.
If it was to eventually assume a broader mobility management trip broker function it would have to
add an additional dispatch position. SRTA would provide TDA funding to support CTSA activities
as well as contracted transportation services.
SRTA would not require additional staffing under this scenario. However, there would be a
requirement to clearly state CTSA responsibilities and expectations in a contractual agreement,
support new CTSA activities with additional funding, and audit CTSA performance to ensure
compliance with AB 120 requirements.

4.5 2-1-1 Shasta Serving as a Mobility Information Call Center
2-1-1 Shasta currently provides a centralized call center
providing information on transportation services available
to the public. Transportation services are organized in the
2-1-1 Shasta database into a series of relevant categories
such as:


Public Transportation



Senior Transportation



Medical Appointment Transportation



Transportation Vouchers



Disabled and Handicapped Transportation

Individuals and social service agencies seeking information on what transportation alternatives are
available can either, telephone the 2-1-1 Shasta call center and have a staff person provide
information, or they can go to the 2-1-1 Shasta website and independently search for potential
transportation alternatives that meet their specific needs. Those requesting information are still
responsible to call potential service providers and make their own arrangements. The
transportation services data are organized by service type with detailed information on the purpose
of the service, type of vehicles used, eligibility, fee structure and service area. It includes public
services, social service transportation providers, private operators, volunteer driver programs and
voucher programs. Assuming it is regularly updated, the 2-1-1 Shasta database provides a
significant mobility resource.
Under this scenario, 2-1-1 Shasta would formally provide the CTSA function of a one stop
transportation information call center. Adopting this CTSA role would require a contractual
agreement between SRTA and 2-1-1 Shasta. SRTA would also have to assume a commitment to
either directly conduct database updates or supporting 2-1-1 Shasta in-house updates through
additional funding. 2-1-1 Shasta may also require funding for transportation need training for their
staff. 2-1-1 Shasta would only serve as the transportation information call center while other CTSA
activities would be assumed by other entities.

11
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4.6 Health and Human Services Agency Assuming Formal CTSA Role
Shasta County’s Health and Human Services Agency (HHSA) provides
or coordinates a wide range of health and social service support
programs within the County. The HHSA vision states: “Healthy people in
thriving and safe communities”
Its mission statement clearly supports a commitment to social well-being:
“Partnering with communities to protect and improve health and wellbeing.”
Transportation is a means to an end. Effective access to goods, services and activities within the
community is essential to social well-being. Access to the programs provided or supported by
HHSA is critical to the effectiveness of these programs supporting well-being. HHSA’s involvement
in the effective coordination of transportation fits well with HHSA’s mission to “improve health and
well-being”. As was the case with SSNP, HHSA has confirmed that as a result of other program
priorities, they are not be able to assume a CTSA role for Shasta County at this time.
If HHSA assumed a CTSA role, HHSA would:


Formally become the CTSA through a contractual agreement with SRTA.



Contract with SSNP to operate its current set of services .



RABA would continue to operate as an independent operation outside the CTSA, receiving
TDA funds directly from SRTA.



Develop a close working relationship with the 2-1-1 Shasta call center staff to refer inquiries or
requests for service from Shasta residents or social service agencies, or directly serve as a one
stop transportation information call center by using the 2-1-1 Shasta website database to
provide information on available transportation options to individuals or agencies.



Conduct the regular updating of the 2-1-1 Shasta transportation alternatives database.



Actively conduct outreach with the general public and social service agencies to market the
availability of 2-1-1 Shasta transportation information.



Formalize the SSTAC as stakeholder group to define, develop and evaluate coordination
initiatives in Shasta County.



Monitor and evaluate transportation coordination initiatives to ensure compliance with AB 120
requirements.



Actively conduct funding research and provide grant writing support to public and social service
agency transportation providers.



Assume other coordination roles such as the facilitation of joint procurements of equipment and
services for public transportation and social service agency transportation providers.

9

In the near term, HHSA would require departmental and County Board approval to expand its
current mandate and an additional Transportation Coordinator to undertake its new CTSA activities
and to provide oversight of those coordination activities and service operations provided to HHSA
under a contractual arrangement. Additional staff would also be required if HHSA assumed the one
stop transportation information call center in-house. SRTA would provide TDA funding to support
CTSA activities as well as contracted transportation services.
SRTA would not require additional staffing under this scenario. However, there would be a
requirement to clearly state CTSA responsibilities and expectations in a contractual agreement,

9

As a CTSA, RABA would have to contract to SSNP through a competitive bid process.
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support new CTSA activities with additional funding, and audit CTSA performance to ensure
compliance with AB 120 requirements.

4.7 Other Social Service Providers
During the preparation of the current Shasta Coordinated Transportation Plan (2007), 225 social
service provider agencies and organizations were contacted. Of those providing feedback: 24
provided transportation for the clients through local providers; and 15 provided client transportation
directly in-house. A list of agencies and organizations is provided in Appendix C of the Shasta
Coordinated Transportation Plan (2007).
Those agencies providing transportation of their clients may express interest in assuming a formal
CTSA role in Shasta County or be willing to review the possibility of assuming one or several
coordination function such as managing a volunteer driver reimbursement program, travel training
or trip coordination. Potential coordination functions have yet to be defined in a mobility
management plan.
Social service providers and organizations should be contacted again during the proposed updating
of the Shasta Coordinated Transportation Plan and surveyed to determine any interest amongst the
various agencies or organizations in assuming a broader transportation coordination role in Shasta
County.

5.

POTENTIAL CTSA PERFORMANCE MEASURES

5.1 Monitoring and Measuring CTSA Activities
At a minimum, CTSA performance measures must be designed to assess whether or not a
designated CTSA is meeting the basic requirements defined in AB 120 that have been assigned to
it. SRTA would have to clearly define CTSA or coordination expectations in contractual
documentation and monitor follow through. Expectations could be defined in CTSA objectives such
as:


Facilitate joint procurements of equipment and services for public transportation and social
service agency transportation providers.



Directly provide transportation services.



Collaborate with other service providers to avoid
service duplication and the strategic accommodation
of unmet needs.



Actively support one stop transportation information
call center initiatives through referrals and/or
marketing outreach.



Conducting funding research and securing grants for
public and/or social service agency transportation providers in Shasta County.



Collaborating with transportation providers in neighboring Counties to maximize coverage and
minimize service overlaps.

With coordination efforts it may be unrealistic to set actual performance measures such as cost
savings targets or number or referrals per year. In monitoring it might be more practical to clearly
identify specific processes to be followed as well as expectations for follow-up documentation. This
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will assist to confirm or validate that the processes are being followed. Processes could include
staff procedures, the dedication of staff hours and a schedule of outreach sessions, joint
procurement coordination meetings, and service planning meetings. Documentation of agendas,
meeting minutes and the results from coordination initiatives (operating cost savings or the number
of activity meetings) would be mandatory. Audits could be conducted on a quarterly or annual
basis (depending on SRTA staff resources).
Potential criteria to measure the effectiveness of a CTSA could include but not be limited to:


The number of trips successfully coordinated by the CTSA.



The average operating cost of trips coordinated.



The CTSA’s cost to administer each trip coordinated.



The percentage of requested trips that were successfully accommodated (a ratio of
accommodated trips to trips that could not be accommodated).



The number of coordination meetings hosted by the CTSA.



Any demonstrable cost savings through the coordination of trips (through a centralized
mobility management trip broker.



The number of persons travel trained to use fixed route transit (as part of a paratransit
demand management strategy).



The number of monthly and annual transportation calls handled by the Shasta 2-1-1 call
center.



The number of monthly and annual visits to the Shasta 2-1-1 web-based transportation
resources database.

Actual CTSA performance criteria would depend on the activities assumed by the CTSA and would
be documented in the performance expectations of contract documentation.

5.2 Measuring Transportation Service Performance
Actual measurable performance standards can be set for transportation services provided through
a CTSA using TDA funds. Transportation programs like RABA and SSNP need a set of service
objectives and policy statements to guide operations and planning. Generally these are developed
under the direction of the transportation program’s management team.
For monitoring purposes objectives and policies need to be supported by measurable efficiency and
service quality performance standards and benchmarks. Also, service design standards are
necessary for the orderly expansion of services. In the case of ADA complementary paratransit
services, policy standards are required to ensure compliance with ADA regulations. Objectives,
policies and standards are documented in short range transit plans (SRTP) or transit development
plans (TDP).

5.3 Measuring Performance of Transportation Services
Once approved, SRTPs and TDPs list transportation performance standards for local public
transportation services. These usually include minimum farebox recovery ratios, passengers
14
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carried per revenue hour, passengers carried per revenue mile, the operating cost of a one-way
passenger trip, the subsidy cost per one way passenger trip and on time performance expectations.
Performance standards approved in SRTP or TDP documents should form the basis for evaluating
services provided under a CTSA. When comparing a range of services provided or coordinated
under a CTSA, the critical efficiency benchmark for deciding which service is most
appropriate, for a particular mobility need, is the operating cost or subsidy cost per one way
passenger trip. The comparison of the cost per one way passenger trip allows a CTSA or mobility
management coordinator to decide which service mode in its mix of alternatives would be the less
expensive to assign to a particular trip or transportation request. To illustrate this concept – when
deciding how to serve a single nonemergency medical trip request in a rural area east of Redding,
would it more efficient to send out a demand response bus (paid at an hourly rate) or assign the trip
to a volunteer driver reimbursed on a mileage or gas voucher basis. This assumes that a volunteer
driver program exists.
One of the central reasons for service coordination under a CTSA is to select cost efficient
alternatives (lower cost per passenger trip) and to avoid service overlaps. Therefore the cost per
one way passenger trip offers a strong performance benchmark for assessing alternatives and to
decide which service alternative should be assigned to a specific need. This assumes that the
particular alternative meets the travel requirements of the passengers to be served (based on
disability and/or the level of driver assistance required).
Ancillary considerations in measuring performance specific to CTSA operations includes: the net
impact on administrative overhead for participating agencies; the ability to generate revenue
through the “selling” of available capacity and hence, maximize productivity (within prescribed
service standards); and the ability to leverage available technologies such as automated
scheduling, etc.
The further refinement of specific measures will be addressed in consort with participating agencies
within the context of preparing the Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation Plan update.
As previously mentioned, CTSA specific measures will complement performance measures
prepared in a SRTP update.

6.

REVIEW CONCLUSIONS & NEXT STEPS

This SRTA Coordination of CTSA Services Review: Preliminary Summary Report provides an
overview of CTSA requirements and the various levels of possible coordination. Much of this has
already been documented by SRTA in the 2007 Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation
Plan.
Following an initial review of the potential CTSA framework models outlined in Section 4 of this
report, HHSA because of current priorities, expressed an unwillingness to assume the CTSA role in
Shasta County. SSNP also indicated that they were not able to assume the broader range of CTSA
responsibilities. SSNP indicated that they wished to no longer be the designated Shasta County
CTSA in order to concentrate on providing services to their current client base. In separate
discussions, RABA indicated a willingness to review a possible expanded dispatch role, including
the scheduling and dispatching of other agency trips. A final decision by RABA would be based on
a detailed analysis of the impacts on its current service delivery and resources.

6.1 Building on What Exists
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In Section 4.0 a number of possible CTSA frameworks were reviewed. A number of key factors that
affect SRTA’s next steps include:
1. A formal CTSA is not required to satisfy the county-wide coordination
requirements of AB 120.
2. A key building block of coordination already exists in Shasta County –
the 2-1-1 Shasta transportation database.
The 2-1-1 Shasta database appears to provide a comprehensive list of potential transportation
options available in the County. By tapping this database, individuals and/or social service
agencies who are unable to use existing RABA or SSNP services, might be able to find an existing
alternative to meet an “unmet” mobility needs. A more effective use of this database for the referral
of those needing transportation with those providing a service could provide a consistent mix of
alternatives.

6.2 A Phased Approach
The consultants suggests a strategy for SRTA that builds on existing opportunities while developing
a better understanding of transportation needs in Shasta County, a broader range of coordination
possibilities and the potential for centralized mobility management initiatives.
Near Term Action:
RABA:


Continue to operate fixed route and paratransit services under the current JPA.

SSNP:


Continue to independently operate their current set of transportation services and no longer
serve as Shasta County’s CTSA.

SRTA:

10



Assume a lead and more active transportation coordination role in Shasta County, without
assuming a formal CTSA role (Section 4.3).



SRTA establish a Transportation Coordinator position to undertake SRTA’s direct
coordination activities and to provide oversight of those coordination activities and service
operations provided to SRTA under a contractual arrangement.



Assess resource requirements to establish 2-1-1 Shasta as the official one stop
transportation information call center for Shasta County.



If feasible, establish 2-1-1 Shasta as the official one stop transportation information call
10
center for Shasta County through a formal agreement.



Conduct or coordinate the regular updating of the 2-1-1 Shasta transportation alternatives
database.



Actively conduct outreach with the general public and social service agencies to market the
availability of 2-1-1 Shasta transportation information.



Formalize the SSTAC as a stakeholder advisory committee to SRTA, to provide input on
public transportation needs in Shasta County. Membership should be in keeping with

If not feasible to establish 2-1-1 Shasta as the official one-stop transportation information call center,
establish the call center in-house using the 2-1-1 transportation services data to assist individuals and social
service agencies to connect with appropriate transportation providers and programs.
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SSTAC membership requirements defined in PUC Section 99238 of the Transportation
Development Act. Membership should be drawn from agencies and organizations
representing or providing services to the elderly, persons with disabilities and the low
income. Membership can include actual elderly individuals and persons with disabilities
who use public transit services in Shasta County. SRTA will be responsible to appoint
representatives to the SSTAC, set meeting agendas and record formal SSTAC input. The
advisory role of the SSTAC should include the identification of needs through the unmet
needs hearing process, potential public transportation service enhancements and
prioritized initiatives to be included in mobility management plan.


As required conduct a SSTAC workshop for new members to outline the role of the SSTAC
and the importance of their input into the definition of public transportation needs and input
in the development of cost effective strategies to accommodate needs.



Monitor and evaluate transportation coordination initiatives to ensure compliance with AB
120 requirements.



Actively conduct funding research and provide grant writing support to public and social
service agency transportation providers.



Facilitate joint procurements of equipment and services for public transportation and social
service agency transportation providers.



Update the Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation Plan. Include an update of
social service agencies and organizations either providing transportation for their clients or
in need of transportation of their clients. Pole the contacted agencies to determine interest
in assuming a broader-based transportation coordination role in Shasta County.



Develop a mobility management plan in conjunction with SSTAC and social service
stakeholder input to determine additional coordination and potential transportation service
enhancements and establish a prioritized implementation plan.



Conduct unmet transportation needs hearings as required under TDA and using TDA
definitions of “unmet needs that are reasonable to meet” develop strategies through a
mobility management plan to efficiently meet these needs. SRTA will determine and
recommend which unmet needs are reasonable to meet and the strategies to meet these
needs.

Mobility management initiatives could include:


The establishment of a centralized independent trip broker that
activity arranges transportation for individuals and social service
agency clients.



The establishment of a centralized travel training program to move
paratransit users to fixed route services.



The coordination of an expanded volunteer driver program to
provide coverage for trips not served by RABA and SSNP.



The dissemination of elderly driver safety program
information to encourage the elderly to remain independent
as drivers and passengers.

The actual range of possible mobility management initiatives would depend: on Shasta County
priorities, the willingness of social service agencies and transportation providers to collaborate; and
funding ceilings.
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6.3 Next Steps
The immediate next steps include the finalization of recommendations
by SRTA staff and IBI team members in parallel with funding and
technology plans, the development of potential contractual
documentation. scope and expectations, and the development of scope
for the update of the Shasta County Coordinated Human Transportation
Plan and development of a mobility management plan.
The following provides a link to the recently completed Solano County Mobility Management Plan.
The mobility management elements developed in the plan reflects Solano County priorities and
organizational realities. It is interesting to note that the Solano Transportation Authority (STA)
decided to assume a stronger coordination role without establishing a CTSA at this time. The onestop transportation information call center is being integrated into STA’s Solano Napa Commuter
Information (SNCI) office and that programs such as the proposed ADA certification and travel
training are to be contracted out under STA oversight.
http://www.sta.ca.gov/Content/10060/MobilityResources.html#mmp
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